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Abstract. Dynamic power management has been adopted in many systems tore-
duce the power consumption by changing the system state dynamically. This paper
explores energy efficiency for systems equipped with PCI Express devices, which
are designed for low power consumption and high performance, compared to corre-
sponding PCI devices. We propose dynamic power management mechanism and a
management policy for energy-efficient considerations. A case study for a variable-
bit-rate LAN device under the PCI Express specification is exploited to provide sup-
ports for dynamic packet transmission. Simulation resultsshow that the proposed
mechanism and policy would reduce the system energy consumption substantially.

1 Introduction

The designs of high-performance hardware have always been in a strong demand in the
past decades. The performance of microprocessors has been improved dramatically, and
the improvement process continues for the following foreseeable future. Recently, the
needs of energy efficiency in various system components trigger the exploring of the trade-
off between the system performance and the energy consumption. Different techniques in
dynamic power management (DPM) [11], dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [21], and dy-
namic cache re-sizing are proposed in different contexts and for different applications.
DPM aims at the reducing of the power consumption dynamically by changing the sys-
tem state, and DVS changes the supply voltage of the electronic circuits dynamically for
considerations of energy-efficiency.

Energy-efficient real-time scheduling has been an active research topic in the past
decade for DVS systems. Researchers have proposed various scheduling algorithms to
minimize the energy consumption for periodic hard real-time tasks under different as-
sumptions, e.g., [1, 2, 14]. When fixed-priority schedulingis considered, various energy-
efficient scheduling algorithms were proposed based on heuristics [20, 22, 23, 25, 29].
When energy-efficient scheduling of aperiodic real-time tasks is considered, energy-efficient
scheduling for uniprocessor environments with a continuous speed spectrum was explored
in [3, 8, 27, 28]. Scheduling algorithms were also proposed in the minimization of the en-
ergy consumption when there is a finite number of speeds for a processor with negligible
speed transition overheads [5–7,9,10].

Under DPM, a device must be in the active state to serve requests, and it might go into
the idle or sleep state to save energy. Requests might be issued by applications or respond



to external events, such as the arrival of network packets. Many works on power manage-
ment mainly focus on the prediction of the duration of each idle period and often assumes
that the arrival times of requests cannot be changed [11, 13]. However, the duration of an
idle period can be changed by the scheduling (or even delaying) of requests in reality. A
common approach is to cluster several short idle periods into a long one such that a device
with DPM support could be idle or sleep for a long period of time. There have been some
excellent results proposed for processor DPM support, suchas those in [12,19,26], or for
the considerations of real-time task scheduling, such as those in [4, 24]. Existing works
mostly consider single service provider or device, e.g., a processor, where how to extend
them to the support of multiple devices or a real device is notclear.

This paper explores energy efficiency for systems equipped with Peripheral Compo-
nent Interconnect (PCI) Express devices, which are designed for low power consumption
and high performance, compared to PCI devices [17]. Note that the PCI Express (PCI-
E) interface provides control mechanism of functions and parameters for PCI-E devices,
such as the supply voltage, the load capacitance, the frequency, and the transfer link [16].
In this work, we propose dynamic power management mechanismfor considerations of
energy-efficiency. A greedy algorithm for on-line scheduling is proposed to facilitate the
power management for a device by re-ordering requests and byreducing the numbers of
bitrate changes. We show how to integrate the proposed algorithm and mechanism into
existing system implementations. A case study is exploitedfor a variable-bit-rate local-
area-network (LAN) device under the PCI Express specification to provide supports for
dynamic packet transmission. The proposed algorithms wereevaluated by extensive sim-
ulations over networking traces. The experimental resultsshow that the proposed mecha-
nism and policy would reduce the system energy consumption substantially.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the system archi-
tecture. Section 3 provides the motivation of this work and define the problem, following
the mechanism and the policy in our energy-efficient design for variable-bitrate devices.
Section 4 presents the simulation results. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 System Architecture

2.1 PCI and PCI-Express Specifications

The Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Local Bus is a high-performance 32-bit
or 64-bit bus with multiplexed address and data lines. The bus is used for interconnec-
tion between highly integrated peripheral controller components, peripheral add-in cards,
processors, and memory systems. In the PCI Local Bus Specification, Revision 2.1 [17],
states are defined for all PCI functions, i.e., D0, D1, D2, or D3hot. Although, state transi-
tion and conditions of power management are defined in the PCIBus Power Management
Interface Specification [15], how to achieve energy efficiency in the hardware (or even
software) implementation is unclear in the specification.

PCI defines a device as a physical load on the PCI bus. Each PCI device can host
multiple functions, and each device has its own PCI Configuration Space. Since each PCI
function is an independent entity to the software, each function must implement its own
power management interface. Each PCI function can be in one of four power management



states, i.e., D0, D1, D2, and D3. As defined in the PCI Local BusSpecification, Revision
2.1, all PCI functions must support states D0, D3hot, and D3cold. Power management
states provide different levels of power savings, and each state is denoted by a state num-
ber. Note that D1 and D2 are optional power management states. These intermediate states
are intended to provide system designers more flexibility inbalancing power saving, re-
store time, and performance. For example, the D1 state wouldconsume more energy than
the D2 state; however, the D1 state does provide a quicker restore time, compared to the
D2 state. The D3 state is belonging to a special category in power management, and a PCI
function could be transitted from any state into D3 by a command issued by software code
or an action, due to the physical removing of the power from its host PCI device.

The PCI-Express (PCI-E) specification was designed to tradeperformance for energy
consumption. PCI-E adopts control mechanism of functions to do power management.
According to the system workload and performance metrics, aPCI-E device might dy-
namically adjust its supply voltage, transfer link, or frequency to satisfy the system re-
quirements. To apply DPM to a PCI-E device, a power manager (PM) is required in the
system to decide the state changes of the device. PM wakes up adevice to serve requests
and shuts it down to save power. However, any state transition incurs overheads in both
energy consumption and latency. Consequently, a device should be shut down only if it
can sleep long enough to compensate the performance and energy overhead.

In particular, PM provides the following services [16]:

1. Mechanism to identify power management capabilities of agiven function.
2. The ability to turn a function into a certain power management state.
3. Notifications of the current power management state of a function.
4. The option to wake up the system on a specific event.

In addition to the power management of functions, PM also provides Link power man-
agement so that the PCI-E physical link could let a device getto an active state, i.e., an
initial state, or enable state transition. PCI-E Link states are not visible directly to legacy
bus drivers but are derived from the power management statesof the components resid-
ing on those links. The link states defined in the PCI-E specification are L0, L0s, L1, L2,
and L3. The larger the subscript is, the more the power saving. PCI-E components are
permitted to wake up the system by using wake-up mechanism, followed by a power man-
agement event (PME) message. Even when the main power supplyof a device is turned
off, a system with the corresponding PCI-E device might be waken up by providing the
optional auxiliary power supply (Vaux) needed for the wake-up operation.

2.2 Variable-Bitrate PCI-Express LAN Devices

A system device is, in general, an integration of several application-specific integrated cir-
cuits (ASICs). In chip designs, the supply voltage (Vcc) usually supplies voltage to each
component or function, as shown in Figure 1(a), where one purpose in the combination
of ASICs is to reduce power consumption [18]. ASIC2 and ASIC3might be merged or
redesigned into an integration circuit (IC) because of changes in the design. For exam-
ple, when several passive units, such as ASIC1 and the rest inFigure 1(a), have some
dependent relationship or control sequence, the supply voltage circuits can be changed, as
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shown in Figure 1(b), in which the supply voltage of ASIC1 comes from the integrated IC
(ASIC4) of ASIC2 and ASIC3.

This paper revises the existing architecture of LAN card devices based on the PCI-E
specification [16]. It should not only manage state transition for power management but
also save power. A typical design block diagram of a PCI-E LANdevice is shown in Fig-
ure 2(a). From right to left in the IN port in Figure 2(a), the components are the physical
layer (PHY), the global media access control (GMAC) layer, and the first-in-first-out re-
ception buffer (Rx FIFO). PHY translates the protocol between the signal layer and the
physical layer. The GMAC layer translates the protocol between different interfaces. On
the other hand, from left to right in Figure 2(a) in the OUT port in Figure 2(a), we have
a transmission queue and first-in-first-out transmission buffer (Tx FIFO). Our proposed
architecture is shown in Figure 2(b). To reduce the power consumption of the GMAC and
PHY layers, we design a control unit to control each functionunit or component. Take the
LAN card as an example: About a half (IN or OUT transport) of the power consumption
is required when only one direction transmission occurs. There are two advantages in this
architecture: First, a new control unit for Vcc supply is created, and different voltage sup-
plies could be given to different units based on different needs (if the hardware is properly
implemented), e.g., state/frequency changes. Secondly, the new architecture separates IN
and OUT into two functions, such as LINKIN and LINK OUT in Figure 2(b).

The power consumption of the proposed variable bit-rate device (VBD) LAN device
is summarized in Table 1. When the bit-rate of the device changes from 1000Mb (1Gb)
to 100Mb, the state transition will take about 860 mJ. When the bit-rate of the device



LAN Speed (Megabit/Sec) Transmission Mode Current (mA)Power (mW)
1000Mb (1Gb) Normal Run (Functional Test) 350.9 1157

Link Up (Idle) 314.5 1137
Link Down 139.2 459

100Mb Normal Run (Functional Test) 147.7 487
Link Up (Idle) 131.8 434

Link Down 120.5 398
10Mb Normal Run (Functional Test) 116.4 384

Link Up (Idle) 95.3 314
Link Down 87.5 298

Table 1.Parameters in different LAN bit-rate settings.

Case 1000 Megabits :

(Work):3sec (Idle):1sec (Down):46sec

Total energy consumption:1157 ∗ 3 + 1137 ∗ 1 + 459 ∗ 46 = 25722 (mJoule)

Case 100 Megabits :

(Work):30sec (Idle):1sec (Down):19sec

Total energy consumption:487 ∗ 30 + 434 ∗ 1 + 398 ∗ 19 = 22606 (mJoule)

Case Variable-Bitrate :

100Mb(W):1sec 1G(W):3sec 100Mb(W):1sec 10Mb(W):1sec 10Mb(I):1sec 10Mb(D):43sec

Total energy consumption:487 ∗ 1 + 1157 ∗ 3 + 487 ∗ 1 + 384 ∗ 1 + 314 ∗ 1 + 298 ∗ 43 + 860 ∗ 2 + 322 ∗ 1 = 19999 (mJoule)

Fig. 3.An example in the transmissions of 300 MB of data in 50 secondsby a PCI-E LAN
device.

changes from 100Mb to 10Mb, state transition will take about322 mJ. The state transition
overhead between different D states could be considered negligible, since it takes less than
10 mW power consumption with negligible timing overhead.

3 An Energy-Efficient Design for Variable-Bitrate PCI-E Devices

This section shows an energy-efficient design for variable-bitrate devices. we first describe
the problem definition and provide an example. Secondly, we propose mechanism for state
transition on the variable-bitrate device. Thirdly, we design a policy to make variable-
bitrate device work properly.

3.1 Problem Definition

Suppose that we are required to transmit 300Mb of data from a host computer via a PCI-E
LAN device to another computer in 50 seconds. Let the actual data transmission rate in
the networking environment be0.1 times of the network transmission bit-rate.

There are several alternatives in executing the data transmission: We might choose to
transmit data in 1Gb, as shown in the first item in Figure 3. Three seconds are used to
transmit data, and one second is used to have state transition of the device to the idle state.
The rest of 46 seconds is for the device to stay at the ”Down” state. Another alternative is
to transmit data at 100Mb for 30 seconds and then let the device go into the idle state. The
device would stay at the ”Down” state for the rest 20 seconds,as shown in the second item
in Figure 3. The other alternative is intelligently exploitthe flexibility in the switching of



bit-rates. For example, we could do bit-rate adjustments, as shown in the third item in
Figure 3. In terms of the energy consumption, the third alternative is the best among the
presented alternatives, and the first is the worst. The thirdcould save more than 20% of
the total energy consumption, compared to the first. More than 10% saving of the total
energy consumption could be achieved by the third alternative, compared to the second
case. Note that it is not feasible to transmit the data at 10Mbbecause we could not finish it
in 50 seconds. The example shows the advantage of adaptive adjustments of transmission
bit-rates in energy consumption and provides a motivation for our work. Note that it is
infeasible to have an optimal schedule unless the future is predictable.

This paper explores the management of state transition and transmission-bit-rate ad-
justments for the scheduling of requests. Each request to the device under considerations is
characterized by three parameters: its Input/Output type,start-time, and request size. Our
objective is to minimize the energy consumption in servicing the requests such that the
task response time is acceptable. In the following subsections, we shall propose state tran-
sition mechanism based on existing system implementationsand the PCI-E specification.
We will then propose a policy in the management of state transition and transmission-bit-
rate adjustments with the considerations of the schedulingof requests.

3.2 A Time-Slice-Based Transition Algorithm: The Basic Approach

The main data structure in the variable-bitrate driver is a queue. When a new request
arrives, the request is inserted into the queue with the specification of its own transmission
direction, starting time, and request size. This queue willbe processed by applying the
shortest-job-first (SJF) order for better performance since it tends to minimize the average
response time of requests. Each request is associated with astatus variable to record its
service status. A request is removed from the queue after itsservice is completed.

We exploit the idea oftime slice for the servicing of requests to a variable bit-rate
device. The operating time of a device is divided into fixed time slices (of a specified length
T ) such that both the bit-rate and the power management state of the device are required
to remain unchanged within each time slice. The rationale behind the time-slice idea is to
reduce the number of bit-rate switchings to save energy consumption when requests are
interleaved with short inter-arrival time. Another incentive is to keep the device working
when some request finishes before the expiration of the time slice so that any immediately
incoming request within the time-slice period would be serviced instantly.

Let Dc andFc be the device state and the bit-rate state of the device, respectively.Fb

denotes the actual bit-rate in the previous time slice. Initially, let Dc = D0, Fc =100Mb,
andFb =1Mb, regardless of what the network transmission bit-rate is. At the starting of
each time slice,Fc andDc are set as the actual device transmission bit-rate and the device
state in the previous time slice, respectively, andFb = Fc. The device transmission bit-
rate (referred to as the bit-rate) and the state is checked up, as shown in Algorithm 1.Fc

could be one of the three bit-rates 10Mb, 100Mb, and 1000Mb.Dc could be one of the
three states: D0 (working state), D1 (idle state), and D3 (link down state, also abbreviated
asDmin). Given a variable bit-rate LAN device, let the minimum transmission bit-rate
Fmin and the maximum transmission bit-rateFmax be 10Mb and 1Gb, respectively.

We adopt a greedy algorithm to set up the bit-rate and the state of a device at the
starting of each time slice. The basic idea is as follows: If the device is not working, and



Algorithm 1 A Time-Slice-Based Transition Algorithm
Input: (Fc, Dc, Fb)
Output: The setting of the stateDc and the bit-rateFc for this time slice, whereFb is the bit-rate

for the previous time slice
if the device is not workingthen

if Fc > Fmin then
DowngradeFc with one degree

else
if Dc > Dmin then

DowngradeDc with one degree
else

if (Fc can be upgraded with one degree andFc < Fmax) then
UpgradeFc with one degree

else
if the actual bit-rate in the previous time slice is less thanFb then

DowngradeFc with one degree
else

Fc remains
Fb is set as the actual bit-rate in the previous time slice;

the current transmission bit-rateFc is higher than the minimum bit-rateFmin, then we
downgrade the bit-rate. If the current device stateDc is higher than the minimum device
stateDmin, then we turn the device into a deeper power saving state. On the contrary,
if the device is working (in default, the device will recoverto theD0 state), and the bit-
rate could be upgraded, then we shall pull the device bit-rate to a higher level for the
performance considerations. If the actual bit-rate in the previous time slice is less than
Fb, then the upgrading of the bit-rate would not improve the performance. As a result,
we downgradeFc with one degree. When we downgrade (upgrade)Fc with one degree,
we mean that we move down (up) the bit-rate to the next level ofthe available bit-rate
settings. Similarly, when we downgrade (upgrade)Dc with one degree, we mean that we
move down (up) the state to the next level of the available D-state settings.

3.3 A Revised Algorithm

The purpose of this subsection is to further improve the time-slice-based transition algo-
rithm with the considerations of the bit-rate of the three time slices ahead of the current
time slice: The revised version of the algorithm is referredto as thevariable bit-rate al-
gorithm. Let t denote the starting time of the current time slice. We shall determine the
device stateDc and the bit-rate stateFc of the device. LetDRx andARx denote the set
bit-rate and the actual bit-rate of the device in thex-th time slice ahead of the current time
slice, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. Note that even if we set the bit-rate of a device at
a value, the actual bit-rate might be lower because the device and the environment might
not allow such as a bit-rate. The variable bit-rate algorithm is a greedy algorithm based on
the idea of the time-slice-based transition algorithm.

The rules in the upgrading and downgrading of the bit-rate for the variable bit-rate
algorithm is defined as follows:



t (current time)

Set bit-rate :DR3

Actual bit-rate :AR3

Set bit-rate :DR2

Actual bit-rate :AR2

Set bit-rate :DR1

Actual bit-rate :AR1

Fig. 4.The notations of the bit-rates of the time slices ahead of thecurrent time slice.

1. Downgrade the transmission bit-rateFc if any of the following two conditions is sat-
isfied:
– The device is not working, andDR1 > minimum transmission bit-rate.
– The device is working, andAR1 < DR2.

2. Downgrade the device stateDc if both of the following two conditions are satisfied:
– The device is operating at the minimum transmission bit-rate.
– The current state is over the minimum device state.

3. Upgrade the transmission bit-rateFc if the following condition is satisfied:
– The device is working,DR1 is lower than the maximum device bit-rate, andAR1 >

DR2.
4. Upgrade the device stateDc if the following condition is satisfied:

– The device is not working, but a new request arrives.
5. The state and the bit-rate of the device remain as the same as their corresponding ones

in the previous time slice if any of the following two conditions is satisfied:
– The device is working,DR2 > DR3, andDR1 < DR2.
– The device is working, andDR2 = DR1.

The flowchart of the rules is illustrated in Figure 5(a), wherework flag = 0 means that
the device is not working; otherwise, it is working.

The operating of the device is shown in Figure 5(b). The device starts at the initial state
and does various function test and diagnostic analysis. Flagswork flag,previous direction,
current direction, previous bitrate, anddevice bitrate denote the working status (i.e.,
working or not working), the status of the previous time slice (i.e., read or write), the status
of the current time slice (i.e., read or write), the set bit-rate of the previous time slice, and
the set bit-rate of the current time slice, respectively. Ifthe device is not working, then call
the variable-bit algorithm; otherwise, the request at the front of the queue is selected for
data transmission.current direction is set as the transmission direction of the request,
i.e., read or write. If the direction is not changed, then invoke the variable-bit algorithm;
otherwise, the transmission direction is changed by a hardware setting action. Note that
circuits for ”IN” and ”OUT” are separated, as shown in Figure2(b). The hardware setting
action would activate a different circuit and de-activate the original circuit for the service
of the previous request. The selected request will be executed by the newly activated cir-
cuit. The entire operating of the device will go back to the checking state of the device
working status.

The variable bit-rate algorithm provides a framework for the adjustment of the state
and the bit-rate of a device. The algorithm could be further improved by considering the
tradeoff between the power consumption and the required bitrate. Take Table 1 as an
example. The first column of the table shows the three available bit-rates of a variable-bit-
rate LAN device, and the second column shows the three available states for each bit-rate,
e.g., theNormal Run state being asD0 of the bit-rate 1000Mb. The third column and the
fourth column show the current and the power of each corresponding state for a given
bit-rate. We should further improve the conditions in the upgrading and downgrading of



(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.The flowchart of the variable bit-rate algorithm.

states/bit-rates by considering the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the bit-
rate, i.e., the performance. For example, since the power ratio between 1Gb and 100Mb
at theNormal Run state is 2.376, there is no point to move to 1Gb from 100Mb if the
transmission bit-rate required for a transmission does notneed to be 2.376 times faster.
Another consideration is on the limitation on the actual transmission bit-rate in the reality.
When a device could not reach the transmission bit-rate as being set by the algorithm, the
maximum transmission bit-rate should be set accordingly. Such a setting action could be
done dynamically as the policy requires, e.g., once per few hours.

4 Performance Evaluation

The proposed algorithm was evaluated over a trace collectedat an FTP server for two
weeks. The arrival times of transmission requests were translated into their start times in
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Fig. 6.Power consumption and energy consumption in different bit-rate settings.

the trace. The range of time slices varied from one second to five seconds. The power con-
sumption values of a bit-rate transition, a D state transition, and data transmissions are as
shown in Section 2. Three different strategies were simulated: Setting of the transmission
bit-rate fixed at 1Gb but with possible state transitions (denoted to as 1Gb), Setting of the
transmission bit-rate fixed at 100Mb but with possible with state transition (denoted to as
100Mb), and our proposed variable-bit-rate algorithm (denoted to as VBD).

Figure 6(a) shows the power consumption under the 1Gb strategy, the 100Mb strategy,
and the VBD strategy with a one-second time slice. As astute readers might point out, the
1Gb strategy always had a larger power consumption for most of the time, compared to
other strategies. With the VBD strategy, the power consumption was usually smaller, but
there did exist some peaks in the experiments because of switchings of the bit-rate. (Note
that the power consumption in the switching of states was negligible.) Figure 6(b) shows
the total energy consumption of the three strategies under comparisons. The VBD strategy
clearly outperformed the other two strategies. The relationship between the energy con-
sumption and the time line was almost linear for each of the three strategies although they
had different slopes. The gap between the VBD strategy and others was getting bigger as
time went by. By the end of the experiments, the VBD strategy could save roughly30% of
the energy consumption, compared to the 1Gb strategy. Compared to the 100Mb strategy,
the VBD strategy could save roughly15% of the energy consumption.

Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the VBD strategy by varying the duration
of a time slice from one second to five seconds. In the experiments, the VBD strategy with
three-second time slice is better than that with others. Thedifference between any two of
the total energy consumption of the five lines was, in fact, less then 1%. The determination
of time-slice durations in the experiments was done by a series of experiments and obser-
vations. We found that the durations adopted in the experiments were the best for the trace
under simulation. However, we must point out that a bad decision for a time-slice duration
would not ruin the proposed VBD strategy too much. It was based on the observation in
which the performance of the VBD strategy did not change a lotfor the five durations.
Even if the duration was set as infinity, the VBD strategy became the 1Gb strategy. The
determination of time slice could be determined by profilingtools.

In general, the VBD strategy payed the price at a worse response time, compared to the
1Gb strategy. The average response time of the VBD strategy with different durations of a
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Time slice (second) N/A(1Gb) 1 second2 second3 second4 second5 second
Average Response Time (sec)0.206 0.646 0.653 0.658 0.664 0.679

Table 2.The average response time in different durations of a time slice.

time slice and the 1Gb strategy are shown in Table 2. Althoughthe average response time
of the VBD strategy was worse than that of the 1Gb strategy, the delay in the transmission
of a file was not bad because the delay was only for the transmission of the last piece of
the file (when a file was broken into pieces for transmissions).

5 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we design a prototype of a variable-bit-rate local-area-networking device
over the PCI Express specification. A case study is done over avariable-bit-rate local-
area-networking (LAN) device under the PCI Express specification in energy-efficient
designs. A greedy on-line scheduling algorithm is developed to minimize the energy con-
sumption with tolerable performance degradation. We propose the concept of time slice
to adjust the transmission bit-rate or the idle time of the device. A feasible mechanism
is presented based on the implementations of existing systems. The proposed algorithm
and mechanism were evaluated by simulations over emulated devices. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm could reduce from 15% to 30% energy consump-
tion roughly, compared to a typical PCI-E LAN card with normal PM functionality. The
increasing of the average response time of requests was reasonable in the experiments.

Energy efficiency has been a highly critical design issue in hardware and software
designs. For the future work, we shall further extend the static time-slice approach to a
dynamic one to further improve the power saving of the system. The concept and method-
ology proposed in this work could also be extended to the energy-efficient management
designs of complicated devices, such as many VGA, USB, ATAPIand SATA devices. Such
management designs could be implemented by either softwareor hardware, and there is
always a tradeoff in terms of cost and performance.
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